Abstract. Through analysis of breathing physiological characteristics of Chinese metrical poetry, we studied human speech breathing patterns. We selected four kinds of representative poem: fivecharacter octave , five-character quatrain, seven-character octave, and seven-character quatrain , each types of five, we recorded a speech, voice, respiratory signal and designed a set of parameters of respiratory signal; By using well-established respiratory signal processing platform, we extracted the relevant parameters of poetry respiratory signal and made the linear analog of breathing patterns.
cell, then repeat the breathing process of preparing for the second sentence of poetry reading, until the whole poem recital finished, while the breathing process end.
A full breathing process is defined as Breath Cell, in contains inspiration cell and expiration cell. Respiratory signal curve rises as the inspiration process, generally it corresponds to the silent segment of speech signals, the signal decreases as expiration process that generally corresponds to the voice segment of speech signals. The main computation breathe cell parameter in Fig.1 and Table 1 . Expiration Cell(E) Breath Cell(B) duration : ID peak value: slope:IK: IK(n)= IQ(n)/ ID inspiratory capacity: IQ; IQ(n)= P(n)-V(n-1) duration: ED valley value: V slope: EK: EK(n)= -EQ(n)/ED expiratory capacity: EQ ; EQ(n)= P(n)-V(n) duration:BD BD(n)=ID(n)+ED(n) total amount of airflow: BQ; BQ(n)=IQ(n)+EQ(n)
The peak point P(n) is a transition point of the inspiratory and expiratory in respiratory signal; V0 as the starting point of inspiration the value is zero; Valley point V(n) is a transition point of the inspiratory and expiratory, also is dividing point of breath cell. Duration is the time which used in inspiration cell and expiration cell. Inspiratory capacity is the magnitude difference of inspiration cell from peak point to valley point, which means the volume of the airflow human inhaled, expiratory capacity is the magnitude difference of expiration cell from peak point to valley point, which means the volume of the airflow human exhaled during reading, and the total volume of airflow represents the airflow of breath cell. Slope means the changing speed of inspiratory capacity and expiratory capacity, the greater the absolute value of the slope, the faster speed of airflow.
Respiratory Signal processing
The designed the speech signal analysis platform achieves variety of functions such as automatically or manually tagging, parameter extraction, and systematic analysis of speech signal, which provides a good technical support for deeper research of speech production and speech rhythms. Main functions are: 1) the use of low-pass smoothing filter high-frequency noise and some slight interference signal; 2) the use of local maximum method, automatic testing the location of the signal peaks, supplemented by manual modification and adjustment; 3) extract respiratory signal parameters by tag information, and save it to the xls file. Figure 2 is the sample map of poetry breathing markers, five-character quatrain (up), five-character octave (upper middle), sevencharacter quatrain (lower middle), seven-character octave (below). 
Poetry breathing signal analysis
In the reading process, speakers can conscious control of breathing pattern according to the need of expression. On the whole, poetry breathing signal is divided into two categories, jue ju (a poem of four lines, each containing five or seven characters ,with strict tonal pattern and rhyme scheme), and lv shi (a classical poem of eight lines, each containing five or seven characters, with strict tonal pattern and rhyme scheme ).
Five-character quatrain
A poem of four lines, each containing five characters and total has twenty characters of each poem. We selected five poems as sound corpus, they were "Jiang Xue," "Deng Guanquelou", "Min Nong," "Chun Xiao" and "Jing Yesi", as recording corpus, we extracted breath cell parameters of each poem and conducted an average value of parameters (see Table 2 ). The breathing rhythm of five-character quatrains is very regular. Respiratory signal of whole poem is divided into four distinct ups and downs. The first sentence and the third sentence as the beginning of each sentence, inspiratory section value P, inspiratory capacity (IQ) and inspiratory duration (ID) are larger than the second sentence and the fourth sentence. Because the words in each sentence are same, the duration of inspiratory section are not vary much, however, the fourth sentence as the end of a poem, which has the phenomenon of drag and the longest exhalation duration, the minimum value V and the largest negative pressure of human body.
Seven-character quatrain
A poem of four lines, each containing seven characters and total has twenty eight characters of each poem, as five-character quatrain both belongs to modern style poetry. We Selected five poems of Du Fu's "Jue Ju" as recorded corpus, we extracted breath cell parameters of each poem and conducted an average value of parameters (see Table3). Although the number of words in each sentence of seven-character quatrain is slightly longer than the five-character quatrain, from the whole, breathing pattern of these two kinds of poetry are same. In the second and fourth sentence, the inspiration cell's inspiratory capacity in seven Characters quatrain is greater than seven Characters quatrain's, and breathing pattern is more independent.
Five-character octave
Five-character octave is a kind of modern style poetry, which has a very strict order in rules and forms, there are stringent regulations in poetry's lines, character number (or syllables), tone and phonology, antithesis, and sentence arrangement, etc. A poem usually has eight lines, every two into a unite, totally it has four unites. Each sentence contains five characters, totally has forty characters in each poem. We selected five poems of "Wang Yue", "Yue Ye Shuhuan", "Chun Wang," "Tian Mo Huai Li Bai" and "Yue Ye" to analysis breathing signals (see Table 4 ). Due to the five-character octave have more sentences, and each sentence have less characters, so the breathing pattern is relatively complex, besides the last unit is not stable, the first three units only have one breath cell, breathing pattern between five-character quatrain and seven-character octave. In order to facilitate analysis the breath signals, we processed breath signals by in accordance with each breath cell of each unit.
Seven-character octave
Each poem have eight sentences, each sentences contains sever characters, the total characters of each poem is fifty six. We analyzed five poems' breath signals of "Ke Zhi", "Deng Gao", "Deng Lou," "Shu Xiang" and "Wen Guan Jun Shou Henan Hebei" (see Table 5 ). The difference between seven-character octave and five-character octave is the former have a full breath cell in each sentence. In each unit, the inspiration unit of first sentence is much larger than the second sentence. In each sentence, the inspiration units and expiration units are basic symmetric. The duration of the inspiration units and expiration units are shown as linear growth mode with the increase of sentence number.
Summary
From a macro perspective, the inner constraints of rhythm formed a unique breathing pattern of poetry; the main features of breath are as follows: i) Expect the Wuyan Poems, all the other poems have a large duration of inspiration cell, peak values and inspiratory capacity of first sentence in each unit, we call them as first class expiration cell, and the second sentence of each unit as the second class expiration cell (see Figure 4) .
ii) The duration of inspiration cell are related with the word number of poem, which are more stable. Generally, the last sentence as ending also has a phenomenon of dragging and the longest duration of expiration.
iii) The absolute slope values of the inspiration cell and the expiration cell in different style of poems have very good consistency between.
iv) Inspiration rate is generally higher than expiration rate, that is: IK (n)> | EK (n) |. v) In general, the peaks of expiration cell P> 0, the body pressure is positive, if the valley point V <0, the body pressure is negative.
The mean linear model of respiratory signal
According to the previous section, we draw the breath signal linear model diagram according to the mean values of breath cell's duration and amplitude, as shown in Figure 8 In Figure 3，respiratory signal models as several units, in each unit, the inspiration units of first sentence is much larger than the second sentence, and the absolute value of slope in first sentence is much bigger than the second sentence. In addition, the three former units all have one breath cell except the last unit in five-character octave, breathing pattern similar to the five-character quatrain. The inspiration units and expiration units of seven-character octave are basic symmetric, 8 breath cell are all presented as "an isosceles triangle mode". Therefore, poetry breathing pattern can be linear simulated as two-stage breath cell.
Y=kx+b K means inspiration of inspiration units and slope of expiration units (IK, EK); b means intercept of inspiratory units and expiratory units intercept (IB, EB). Two-stage breath cell total have 8 parameters, the results shown in TableⅤ.
Five-character quatrains, seven-character quatrains and seven-character octave are each sentence with one breath cell, each unit forms one basic breath model, five-character octave for each unit one breath cell, and each two units forms one basic breath model, the four basic models of poetry respiratory signals as shown in Table6. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we analysed the respiratory rhythm pattern of twenty poems, and got the linear mean model, but the linear model is a rough one which we cannot reproduce the real internal characteristics of breathing signal. If we simulate nonlinear modelling of breathing signal, it is not easy to realize, because the internal characteristics of respiratory signal not only related the articles or poetry itself, but also influenced by personal habits, it has a certain degree of arbitrariness, so it is difficult to establish physiological model of respiratory by a statistical algorithms. In addition, chest breath signal is just a local representation for breathing mechanism during reading, we need to combine movement of abdominal muscles in order to better explain and simulated dynamic mechanism of human language.
